Name: __________________ Team: ______________________ Company: ____________________
Time started: _____________________ Time finished: ____________________ Duration: ________
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Read the instructions.
Fill in “Time Started”.
Write your name on top of the page.
Write the team name on top of the page.
Write the company name on top of the page.
Use pencil to fill in all required fields.
If you do not have a pencil – as the Host.
If you have already used a pen – ask for a new task list from the Host.
Prepare additional piece of paper. It can be any piece of paper.
If you do not have any – ask the Host.
Attach the additional page to the main task page.
If needed – Host can provide you with the stapler.
Draw your favourite geometrical figure on the additional page.
Explain in less than three sentences, why you consider the shape as your favourite.
Colour the shape in your favourite colour.
The host will lend pencil of required colour.
If the Host does not have any – just write the name of the colour on the shape.
Explain in less than three sentences why this colour is your favourite.
Write down your favourite number.
Explain in less than three sentences why this number is your favourite.
Write down the number, which you think, is most important to describe teamwork.
Explain in less than three sentences why you think that way.
Draw your favourite animal.
Explain in less than three sentences why this animal is your favourite.
Draw an animal, which, according to your opinion, best represents teamwork.
Explain in less than three sentences why you think that way.
If, at any point of the task, you need extra paper, ask the Host.
Name your favourite hero – movies, books, stories, history.
Shortly explain which properties of the hero’s character influence you the most.
Stand up, look to your right, and list the first item your eye catches: ____________________
Bend as low as you can, and list the first item your eye catches: _______________________
Look through the window and list the first item you see: _____________________________
If the window is not available, skip the task No. 31.
Write down the name of your neighbour on the left: ________________________________
Write down the name of your neighbour on the right: _______________________________
Ignore tasks No. 33 and No. 34.
Stand up, take two steps forward and then look to your right. Note the first item you see:
________________________________
38. Does the item in task No. 29 and task No. 36 match?
_________
39. If no, please explain shortly what it means? ________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

40. If you see any artwork on the walls of the room, please list them on the lines provided. Look
around the room clockwise: ____________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
41. If there is no artwork on the walls, skip the task No. 39.
42. Define the colour of the walls: __________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
43. Write the number of the days in this month:
________
44. Write the number of the days of previous month:
________
45. Write the number of letters in Queen’s name:
________
46. Count the tables in this room:
________
47. Skip the task No. 46.
48. Write the capital of the Great Britain:
________
49. Count the people in the room:
________
50. Do nothing and return the page to the Host.

Congratulations! You have successfully completed the task!

